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Abstract: BaBar collaboration announced that they observed time reversal (T) asym-
metry through B meson system. In the experiment, time dependencies of two distinctive
processes, B− → B¯0 and B¯0 → B− (− expresses CP value) are compared with each other.
In our study, we examine event number difference of these two processes. In contrast to
the BaBar asymmetry, the asymmetry of events number includes the overall normalization
difference for rates. Time dependence of the asymmetry is more general and it includes
terms absent in one used by BaBar collaboration. Both of the BaBar asymmetry and ours
are naively thought to be T-odd since two processes compared are related with flipping
time direction. We investigate the time reversal transformation property of our asymmetry.
Using our notation, one can see that the asymmetry is not precisely a T-odd quantity,
taking into account indirect CP and CPT violation of K meson systems. The effect of ǫK is
extracted and gives rise to O(10−3) contribution. The introduced parameters are invariant
under rephasing of quarks so that the coefficients of our asymmetry are expressed as phase
convention independent quantities. Some combinations of the asymmetry enable us to ex-
tract parameters for wrong sign decays of Bd meson, CPT violation, etc. We also study
the reason why the T-even terms are allowed to contribute to the asymmetry, and find that
several conditions are needed for the asymmetry to be a T-odd quantity.
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1 Introduction
T-symmetry is fundamental symmetry in particle physics. T-transformation exchanges an
initial state and final state, flipping the momentum and spin of particles. If some rate of
a process deviates from the rate of time reversed one, it implies T-violation. T-violation is
worth pursuit since it reflects the characterized feature of theory.
In EPR correlating B meson system, if one of a pair of B meson is tagged, another
side of B meson is determined as orthogonal state with tagged side B meson. In refs.[1]-[3],
a method to observe T-violation using B meson system is suggested. Their idea is based
on the difference of the time dependencies for two distinctive processes, B− → B¯0 and
B¯0 → B−. In refs.[1]-[3], it is considered to be T-asymmetry since two distinctive processes
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are related with flipping time direction. Then, BaBar collaboration announced [4] that they
measured non-zero asymmetry and this observation is direct demonstration of T-violation.
A review for the BaBar asymmetry and the other T and CPT asymmetries is given in ref.
[5].
However, their statement includes ambiguity since we cannot exactly identify B meson
such as B¯0 or B−. In the BaBar experiment, two methods to identify B¯0 and B− are
implemented. The first one is referred as flavor tagging which enables one to identify B¯0,
using the semi-leptonic decay mode of B meson. Another one is referred as CP tagging
which allows us to identify B− with final state ψKS .
In ref.[6], it is pointed out that there exist subtleties in BaBar measurement. The main
point in ref.[6] is that they consider a process and its authentically time reversed process.
Note that the authentic time reversed process includes inverse decay such like l−X → B¯0
and ψKL → B0. Since an authentic time reversed process is experimentally hard to observe,
they substitute another process which does not include inverse decays. Therefore, they
derive the conditions that BaBar asymmetry is identical with a T-odd quantity, taking into
account inverse decays. The derived conditions are (1) the absence of the wrong sign semi-
leptonic B meson decays, (2) the absence of the wrong strangeness decays, (3) the absence
of CPT violation of the strangeness changing decays. All the conditions are derived by
assuming that ψKS and ψKL are exact CP eigenstates.
In this paper, we conduct model-independent analysis of an event number asymmetry.
Our analysis is extension of the work [6], incorporating the difference of overall constants for
the rates that form the asymmetry into calculation. We also include the effect of indirect
CP and CPT violation of K meson system. Furthermore, the asymmetry is written in
terms of the phase convention independent parameters and one can find contribution of ǫK
explicitly. Some combinations of the coefficients enable one to constrain model-independent
parameters. We also discuss the T-even parts of the asymmetry. One can find that the
asymmetry is a T-odd quantity when several conditions are satisfied.
In section 2, we introduce the asymmetry of entangled B meson system. In section
3, we define parameters which are definitively T-odd or T-even and describe the relation
between notation in [6] and ours. It is also shown that the parameters are phase convention
independent quantities. The method to extract the effect of indirect CP violation in Kaon
system is also considered in section 3. In section 4, we write the event number asymmetry
in terms of the parameters defined in section 3 and show that the asymmetry consists of not
only the T-odd part but also T-even part, using our notation. In sections 4.1-4.3, rather
than discussing T-transformation property of the asymmetry, some methods to extract the
parameters from the asymmetry are investigated. In section 5, we derive the conditions
that T-even parts of the asymmetry vanish and examine the intuitive reason why these
conditions are required. The conditions are categorized as two types. The first condition is
in regards to B meson states that appear in the processes. Including the effect of indirect
CP violation, we evaluate how the first condition is violated, in comparison with the result
in [6]. The second condition is in regards to overall constant which forms the asymmetry.
We find that the second condition is needed when one takes account of the difference of
overall constant of the two rates. Section 6 is devoted to summary of our study.
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2 Formula for asymmetry of entangled systems
In ref.[6], a formula for the time-dependent decay rate of the entangled BB¯ system is derived.
When f1 and f2 denote the final states of a tagging side and a signal side, respectively, it
is written as,
Γ(f1)⊥,f2 = e
−Γ(t1+t2)N(1)⊥,2[κ(1)⊥,2 cosh(yΓt) + σ(1)⊥,2 sinh(yΓt)
+C(1)⊥,2 cos(xΓt) + S(1)⊥,2 sin(xΓt)]
= e−Γ(t1+t2)N(1)⊥,2κ(1)⊥,2[cosh(yΓt) +
σ(1)⊥,2
κ(1)⊥,2
sinh(yΓt)
+
C(1)⊥,2
κ(1)⊥,2
cos(xΓt) +
S(1)⊥,2
κ(1)⊥,2
sin(xΓt)], (2.1)
where
Γ =
ΓH + ΓL
2
, x =
mH −mL
Γ
, y =
ΓH − ΓL
2Γ
. (2.2)
The expressions for N(1)⊥,2, κ(1)⊥,2, σ(1)⊥,2, C(1)⊥,2 and S(1)⊥,2 are given in ref.[6]. For the
sake of completeness, we record their expressions in eqs. (A.1-A.5). Hereafter, we evaluate
an asymmetry including overall factor N(1)⊥,2κ(1)⊥,2 in eq. (2.1). One obtains a generic
formula for the event number asymmetry of the two distinctive sets for final states; (f1, f2)
versus (f3, f4) as,
A ≡ Γ(f1)⊥,f2 − Γ(f3)⊥,f4
Γ(f1)⊥,f2 + Γ(f3)⊥,f4
=
( 1√
NR
−√NR) cosh(yΓt) + ∆σ sinh(yΓt) + ∆S sin(xΓt) + ∆C cos(xΓt)
( 1√
NR
+
√
NR) cosh(yΓt) + σˆ sinh(yΓt) + Sˆ sin(xΓt) + Cˆ cos(xΓt)
, (2.3)
where
NR ≡
N(3)⊥,4κ(3)⊥,4
N(1)⊥,2κ(1)⊥,2
, (2.4)
∆X ≡ 1√
NR
X(1)⊥,2
κ(1)⊥,2
−
√
NR
X(3)⊥,4
κ(3)⊥,4
(forX = σ, C,S), (2.5)
Xˆ ≡ 1√
NR
X(1)⊥,2
κ(1)⊥,2
+
√
NR
X(3)⊥,4
κ(3)⊥,4
(forX = σ, C,S). (2.6)
In eqs. (2.3-2.6), contribution from different overall factors in eq. (2.1) for two processes
are taken into account. Taking the limit NR → 1 and y → 0 in eq. (2.3), one finds an
asymmetry whose overall normalization is eliminated, used in [4]. In eq. (2.5-2.6), ∆S
(∆C) is equal to ∆S+T (∆C+T ) defined in [6] when one takes the limit NR → 1. In practice,
we only need to consider the time difference t within the interval [0, τB ] where τB is the
life time of B meson. Therefore, the approximation sinh(yΓt) ≃ yΓt, cosh(yΓt) ≃ 1 is valid
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Notation of this paper Notation of [6] Notatin of [6] Notation of this paper
λψKS
pK
qK
λψK1 λψK1 λ
′(1−∆λwst)
λψKL
pK
qK
λψK2 λψK2 −λ′(1 + ∆λwst)
GψKS GψK1 − 2SψK1ǫIK GˆψK =
GψK1−GψK2
2 G
′
SψKS SψK1 + 2GψK1ǫ
I
K SˆψK =
SψK1−SψK2
2 S
′
CψKS CψK1 − 2ǫRK CˆψK =
CψK1+CψK2
2 C
′
GψKL GψK2 − 2SψK2ǫIK ∆GψK =
GψK1+GψK2
2 S
′∆λIwst
SψKL SψK2 + 2GψK2ǫ
I
K ∆SψK =
SψK1+SψK2
2 −G′∆λIwst
CψKL CψK2 − 2ǫRK ∆CψK =
CψK1−CψK2
2 ∆λ
R
wst
θK θˆψK =
θψK1+θψK2
2 ∆θψK =
θψK1−θψK2
2 0
Table 1. The correspondence of parameters in this paper and those of [6]. In this paper, ψK1
corresponds to ψKS and ψK2 corresponds to ψKL respectively in [6] where indirect CP violation
parameter ǫK is neglected. In this paper, ψKL and ψKS include the effect of indirect CP and CPT
violation. The first column shows the quantities defined for mass eigenstates (KL,KS). From the
third row to the eighth row in the second column, the quantities in the first column are expanded up
to the first order of ǫK and are written in terms of the quantities for CP eigenstates K1,K2. In the
third column and in the fourth column, we show how (GˆψK , SˆψK , CˆψK) and (∆GψK ,∆SψK ,∆CψK)
in [6] are related to (G′, S′, C′,∆λwst) defined in this paper. About CPT violation parameter of
strangeness changing decay, one can show θψK1 = θψK2 = θK . Therefore θˆψK = θK and ∆θψK = 0.
since y ≪ 1 for neutral B meson system. Thus, we expand A with respect to yΓt,
A ≃
1√
NR
−√NR +∆σyΓt+∆S sin(xΓt) + ∆C cos(xΓt)
1√
NR
+
√
NR + σˆyΓt+ Sˆ sin(xΓt) + Cˆ cos(xΓt)
=
−∆NR
2
+
∆σ
2
yΓt+
∆S
2
sin(xΓt) +
∆C
2
cos(xΓt)
1 +
σˆ
2
yΓt+
Sˆ
2
sin(xΓt) +
Cˆ
2
cos(xΓt)
, (2.7)
where we denote
NR = 1 +∆NR. (2.8)
3 Parameter definitions in terms of flavor based state
In this section, we introduce parameters that reveal in the event number asymmetry in
eq.(2.7) which we consider. In the processes which form the asymmetry, final states of
B-decay are given as the same ones used for the BaBar experiment[4]. Mixing-parameters,
p, q, z, pK , qK and zK are defined in appendix B. Eqs.(B.3-B.4) lead the transformation
property of mixing parameter as, p
CP or T
⇆ q, p
CPT−−−→ p, q CPT−−−→ q. Similarly, we obtain
the transformation property of z as, z
CP−−→ −z, z T−→ +z, z CPT−−−→ −z. The transformation
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properties of pK , qK and zK are the same as p, q and z, respectively.
Following [6], we introduce B meson decay amplitudes and inverse decay amplitudes,
Af ≡ 〈f |T |B0〉 , A¯f ≡ 〈f |T |B¯0〉 , AIDf ≡ 〈B0|T |fT 〉 , A¯IDf ≡ 〈B¯0|T |fT 〉 . (3.1)
where fT is the time reversed state of f , i.e., the state with flipped momenta and spins.
Note that Af (A¯f ) and A
ID
f (A¯
ID
f ) are exchanged under T-transformation. Throughout this
paper, we introduce the notation Gf , Sf and Cf which are written in terms of amplitude
ratio λf .
Gf =
2Reλf
1 + |λf |2 , Sf =
2Imλf
1 + |λf |2 , Cf =
1− |λf |2
1 + |λf |2 , (3.2)
G2f + S
2
f + C
2
f = 1. (3.3)
Using notation (3.1), we can denote following parameters,
λψKS,L ≡
q
p
A¯ψKS,L
AψKS,L
√
1 + θψKS,L
1− θψKS,L
=
q
p
AIDψKS,L
A¯IDψKS,L
√
1− θψKS,L
1 + θψKS,L
, (3.4)
θψKS,L =
AψKS,LA
ID
ψKS,L
− A¯ψKS,LA¯IDψKS,L
AψKS,LA
ID
ψKS,L
+ A¯ψKS,LA¯
ID
ψKS,L
, (3.5)
Note that ψKL and ψKS are not exact CP eigenstates. GψKS,L , SψKS,L and CψKS,L are
parameters written in terms of λψKS,L . θψKS,L , GψKS,L , SψKS,L and CψKS,L explicitly appear
in coefficients of the master formula (A.1-A.5) for the processes. In eq. (3.4), λψKS,L is
written in terms of the decay amplitude that the final state is the mass eigenstate ψKS,L.
A
(ID)
ψKS,L
and A¯
(ID)
ψKS,L
can be expanded with respect to amplitudes with a flavor eigenstate as
A
(ID)
ψK0
, A
(ID)
ψK¯0
, A¯
(ID)
ψK0
and A¯
(ID)
ψK¯0
. The expressions of A
(ID)
ψKS,L
and A¯
(ID)
ψKS,L
are exhibited in eqs.
(B.12-B.19). Note that the wrong strangeness decay amplitudes given as,
AψK¯0 , A
ID
ψK¯0
, A¯ψK0 , A¯
ID
ψK0 , (3.6)
are numerically smaller than the right strangeness decay amplitudes given as,
AψK0 , A
ID
ψK0 , A¯ψK¯0 , A¯
ID
ψK¯0
, (3.7)
for the standard model. Thus, we ignore terms with higher power of A
(ID)
ψK¯0
and A¯
(ID)
ψK0
.
Using eqs. (B.12-B.19), we can calculate θψKS,L as,
θψKS ≃ θK − zK , θψKL ≃ θK + zK , (3.8)
θK =
AψK0A
ID
ψK0
− A¯ψK¯0A¯IDψK¯0
AψK0A
ID
ψK0
+ A¯ψK¯0A¯
ID
ψK¯0
, (3.9)
where θK expresses CP and CPT violation in right strangeness decays of B meson and it
corresponds to θˆψK of [6]. Note that in [6] indirect CPT violation zK is not taken into
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account. When deriving eq. (3.8), we calculated at linear order approximation with respect
to zK , θK and wrong strangeness decay amplitudes. Then, we can write λψKS,L as,
λψKS ≃ λ(1−∆λwst), λψKL ≃ −λ(1 + ∆λwst), (3.10)
λ ≡ q
p
pK
qK
A¯ψK¯0
AψK0
√
1 + θK
1− θK =
q
p
pK
qK
AID
ψK0
A¯ID
ψK¯0
√
1− θK
1 + θK
, (3.11)
where ∆λwst consists of wrong strangeness decays as,
∆λwst = λ
wst
ψK¯0
− λ¯wst
ψK0
, (3.12)
λwst
ψK¯0
≡ pK
qK
AψK¯0
AψK0
√
1 + θψK0
1− θψK0
=
pK
qK
A¯ID
ψK0
A¯ID
ψK¯0
√
1− θψK0
1 + θψK0
, (3.13)
λ¯wst
ψK0
≡ qK
pK
A¯ψK0
A¯ψK¯0
√√√√1 + θ¯ψK¯0
1− θ¯ψK¯0
=
qK
pK
AID
ψK¯0
AID
ψK0
√√√√1− θ¯ψK¯0
1 + θ¯ψK¯0
, (3.14)
θψK0 ≡
AψK0A¯
ID
ψK0
−AψK¯0A¯IDψK¯0
AψK0A¯
ID
ψK0
+AψK¯0A¯
ID
ψK¯0
, θ¯ψK¯0 ≡
A¯ψK¯0A
ID
ψK¯0
− A¯ψK0AIDψK0
A¯ψK¯0A
ID
ψK¯0
+ A¯ψK0A
ID
ψK0
, (3.15)
where eq. (3.15) describes CPT violation in wrong strangeness decays. Similar to eq.
(3.12), we can define a parameter including wrong sign decay amplitudes as,
λˆwst = λ
wst
ψK¯0
+ λ¯wstψK0 . (3.16)
Since wrong sign semi-leptonic decay amplitudes and CPT violation, θψK0 and θ¯ψK¯0 , are
small, we can expand eqs. (3.13, 3.14) as,
λwst
ψK¯0
≃ pK
qK
AψK¯0
AψK0
≃ pK
qK
A¯ID
ψK0
A¯ID
ψK¯0
, λ¯wstψK0 ≃
qK
pK
A¯ψK0
A¯ψK¯0
≃ qK
pK
AID
ψK¯0
AID
ψK0
. (3.17)
Eq. (3.10) indicates that λψKS,L is composed of the leading part λ and the sub-leading part
suppressed by wrong strangeness decay amplitude. Taking the CPT conserving limit in eq.
(3.10), one can obtain the relation in ref. [7]. Note that λ has the definitive transformation
property of T, CP and CPT, such as λ
T−→ (λ)−1, λ CP−−→ (λ)−1, λ CPT−−−→ λ. One introduces
G,S and C analogous to eq.(3.2) by replacing λf with λ. They are transformed under T
as,
G =
2Reλ
1 + |λ|2
T−→ 2Re(1/λ)
1 + |1/λ|2 =
2Reλ∗
|λ|2 + 1 = +G, (3.18)
S =
2Imλ
1 + |λ|2
T−→ 2Im(1/λ)
1 + |1/λ|2 =
2Imλ∗
|λ|2 + 1 = −S, (3.19)
C =
1− |λ|2
1 + |λ|2
T−→ 1− |1/λ|
2
1 + |1/λ|2 =
|λ|2 − 1
|λ|2 + 1 = −C. (3.20)
The CP transformation property of G,S,C is the same as (3.18-3.20). Thus, the CPT
transformation property is also determined as G
CPT−−−→ +G,S CPT−−−→ +S,C CPT−−−→ +C. |λ|
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is close to 1 since deviation of |q/p|, |pK/qK | and |A¯ψK¯0/AψK0 | from 1 is small. Hence, we
can find that C is a small parameter. One can also derive the transformation property of
eqs. (3.13-3.14) such like λwst
ψK¯0
T−→ λ¯wst
ψK0
, λwst
ψK¯0
CP−−→ λ¯wst
ψK0
and λwst
ψK¯0
CPT−−−→ λwst
ψK¯0
. Therefore,
the parameters in eqs. (3.12, 3.16) are transformed as,
∆λwst
T−→ −∆λwst, λˆwst T−→ λˆwst. (3.21)
The CP transformation property of the parameter (3.12, 3.16) is the same as eq. (3.21)
Note that parameters GψKS,L , SψKS,L and CψKS,L are related with the parameters G,S and
C as,
GψKS ≃ G+ S∆λIwst, GψKL ≃ −(G− S∆λIwst), (3.22)
SψKS ≃ S −G∆λIwst, SψKL ≃ −(S +G∆λIwst), (3.23)
CψKS ≃ C +∆λRwst, CψKL ≃ C −∆λRwst. (3.24)
where we use notation for an arbitrary complex number A, AR ≡ ReA,AI ≡ ImA, through-
out this paper. When deriving eqs. (3.22-3.24), we ignored higher order terms of C and
∆λwst. Eqs. (3.8, 3.22-3.24) lead relations given as,
θψKS + θψKL = 2θK , θψKS − θψKL = −2zK , (3.25)
GψKS −GψKL = 2G, SψKS − SψKL = 2S, CψKS +CψKL = 2C, (3.26)
GψKS +GψKL = 2S∆λ
I
wst, SψKS + SψKL = −2G∆λIwst, CψKS − CψKL = 2∆λRwst.
(3.27)
Since we have included the effect of indirect CP violation of Kaon system, we show how the
correction due to ǫK arises. While the expression ofG,C and S in eqs.(3.18-3.20) is invariant
under the arbitrary large rephasing such as 〈K0| → e−iαK 〈K0| and 〈K¯0| → eiαK 〈K¯0| , the
parametrization with ǫK ≪ 1 allows only the small rephasing αK ≪ 1.
pK
qK
=
1 + ǫK
1− ǫK ≃ 1 + 2ǫK . (3.28)
Keeping only the terms which are linear to ǫK , G,S and C are expanded as follows,
G = G′ − 2S′ǫIK ,
S = S′ + 2G′ǫIK ,
C = C ′ − 2ǫRK , (3.29)
where G′, S′ and C ′ are obtained by taking the limit pK
qK
→ 1 in G,S and C. Namely, they
are defined by replacing λ with λ′ in the expression for G,S and C.
λ′ =
q
p
A¯ψK¯0
AψK0
√
1 + θK
1− θK , C
′ =
1− |λ′|2
1 + |λ′|2 (3.30)
As shown in table(1), (G′, S′, C ′) equal to (GˆψK , SˆψK , CˆψK) defined in [6] where indirect
CP violation ǫK is neglected. When one changes the phase convention of states as, the
phase of λ′ changes as follows,
λ′ → λ′e2iαK . (3.31)
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Assuming the phase αK is small, G
′, S′, and ǫIK change as,
G′ → G′ − 2αKS′,
S′ → S′ + 2αKG′,
ǫIK → ǫIK − αK , (3.32)
while C ′ and ǫRK are invariant,
C ′ → C ′, ǫRK → ǫRK . (3.33)
Hereafter, we expand C in terms of C ′ and ǫRK as shown in eq.(3.29) and we do not expand
S and G since they are invariant under the rephasing. The numerical significance of ǫRK will
be discussed in the next section.
We turn to definition for parameters including semi-leptonic decay amplitudes of B meson.
In the following, from eq.(3.34) to eq.(3.38), we adopt the notations of [6]. Right sign
semi-leptonic decay amplitudes are denoted as,
Al+ = 〈l+X|T |B0〉 , AIDl+ = 〈B0|T |(l+X)T 〉 ,
A¯l− = 〈l−X|T |B¯0〉 , A¯IDl− = 〈B¯0|T |(l−X)T 〉 . (3.34)
Wrong sign semi-leptonic decay amplitudes are similarly given as,
Al− = 〈l−X|T |B0〉 , AIDl− = 〈B0|T |(l−X)T 〉 ,
A¯l+ = 〈l+X|T |B¯0〉 , A¯IDl+ = 〈B¯0|T |(l+X)T 〉 . (3.35)
For the case of the standard model, wrong sign semi-leptonic decay amplitudes are smaller
than right sign decay amplitudes. Thus, we ignore higher powers of wrong sign decay am-
plitudes than linear order. We define parameters including semi-leptonic decay amplitudes
as,
λl+ ≡
q
p
A¯l+
Al+
√
1 + θl+
1− θl+
=
q
p
AID
l−
A¯ID
l−
√
1− θl+
1 + θl+
, θl+ =
Al+A
ID
l−
− A¯l+A¯IDl−
Al+A
ID
l−
+ A¯l+A¯
ID
l−
, (3.36)
λl− ≡
q
p
A¯l−
Al−
√
1 + θl−
1− θl−
=
q
p
AID
l+
A¯ID
l+
√
1− θl−
1 + θl−
, θl− =
Al−A
ID
l+
− A¯l−A¯IDl+
Al−A
ID
l+
− A¯l−A¯IDl+
, (3.37)
where θl± expresses CPT violation in semi-leptonic decays of B meson. One can find
the transformation law such like λl+
T−→ (λl−)−1, λl+ CP−−→ (λl−)−1, λl+ CPT−−−→ λl+ by its
definition (3.36-3.37). We assume that CPT violating parameter θl± is small. At linear
order approximation of θl± and wrong sign semi-leptonic decay amplitudes, we obtain,
λl+ ≃
q
p
A¯l+
Al+
≃ q
p
AID
l−
A¯ID
l−
, λ−1
l−
≃ p
q
Al−
A¯l−
≃ p
q
A¯ID
l+
AID
l+
, (3.38)
where we can see that contribution of θl± approximately vanishes in eq. (3.38). Following
ref.[6], we also define Gl± , Sl± and Cl± analogous to eq.(3.2) by replacing λf with λl± . The
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parameters Gl± , Sl± and Cl± explicitly appear in coefficients of master formula (A.1-A.5)
for the processes in which the final states are given as l±X. Eq.(3.38) gives approximate
expressions for Gl± , Sl± and Cl± as,
Gl+ =
2Reλl+
1 + |λl+ |2
≃ 2Reλl+ , Gl− =
2Reλl−
1 + |λl− |2
≃ 2Re(λ−1
l−
), Cl± =
1− |λl± |2
1 + |λl± |2
≃ ±1,
Sl+ =
2Imλl+
1 + |λl+ |2
≃ 2Imλl+, Sl− =
2Imλl−
1 + |λl− |2
≃ −2Im(λ−1
l−
). (3.39)
Note that eq. (3.39) implies that Gl± and Sl± are small numbers since λl+ and λ
−1
l−
are
suppressed. We can find the relations,
Gl+ +Gl− = 2λˆ
R
l , Sl+ − Sl− = 2λˆIl , (3.40)
Gl+ −Gl− = 2∆λRl , Sl+ + Sl− = 2∆λIl , (3.41)
where λˆl and ∆λl are defined as,
λˆl ≡ λl+ + λ−1l− , ∆λl ≡ λl+ − λ−1l− . (3.42)
They transform definitively under CP, T and CPT. One obtains the transformation property
of T as,
λˆl
T−→ (λl−)−1 + λl+ = +λˆl, ∆λl T−→ (λl−)−1 − λl+ = −∆λl. (3.43)
The CP transformation property of λˆl and ∆λl is the same as (3.43). Hence, the CPT
transformation property of λˆl and ∆λl is also determined as λˆl
CPT−−−→ λˆl,∆λl CPT−−−→ ∆λl.
Eqs. (3.22-3.24, 3.40-3.41) enable one to write down the asymmetry in eq.(2.3) for the
BaBar experiment in terms of parameters which are exactly T-odd or T-even. Similarly,
one defines,
RM ≡ |p|
2 − |q|2
|p|2 + |q|2 , ξl ≡
A¯l−A
ID
l+
−Al+A¯IDl−
A¯l−A
ID
l+
+Al+A¯
ID
l−
, C lξ,≡
1− |λlξ|2
1 + |λlξ|2
(3.44)
λlξ ≡
Al+
A¯l−
√
1 + ξl
1− ξl =
AID
l+
A¯ID
l−
√
1− ξl
1 + ξl
. (3.45)
In eq. (3.44), RM expresses mixing-induced CP and T violation for B meson system [6] and
is a small number. As for newly introduced parameters, ξl implies CP and T violation in
right sign semi-leptonic decays and we also assume ξl is a small number. The expression of λ
l
ξ
(3.45) includes right sign semi-leptonic decay amplitude ratio and we assume |Al+/A¯l− | ≃ 1.
Therefore, C lξ is a small number compared with O(1). The parameters defined in eq. (3.44)
also appear in the asymmetry in eq.(2.3).
Hereafter, we describe some significant points of the parameters defined in this section.
Note that the parameters given as,
S,C,G, θK , RM , z, zK , λˆl,∆λl, ξl, C
l
ξ , λˆwst and ∆λwst, (3.46)
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have definitive transformation properties exhibited in table 2. In the processes which we
consider, KS,L is included as a final state, and the effect of mixing induced T and CP
violation, pK/qK , appears in the expressions of G,S,C, λˆwst and ∆λwst. Mixing-induced
CP and CPT violation in K meson system, zK , reveals in the asymmetry as well. In the
next section, the asymmetry is written in terms of parameters (3.46) and it can be explicitly
separated as T-odd parts and T-even parts.
The parameters defined as,
p/q, pK/qK , θψK0 , θ¯ψK¯0 , θl± , λ, λ
wst
ψK¯0
, λ¯wstψK0 , λl± , and λ
l
ξ, (3.47)
are dedicated to keep the definitive transformation property of parameters that reveal in
table 2. The transformation property of the parameters (3.47) is exhibited in table 3.
The parameters given as,
θψK0 , θ¯ψK¯0 , θl± , C, θK , RM , z, zK , λˆl,∆λl, ξl, C
l
ξ, λˆwst and ∆λwst, (3.48)
are small numbers, and our calculation is based on linear order approximation with respect
to the parameters (3.48) throughout this paper.
Table 2. Transformation property of the parameters definitively transformed under T, CP and
CPT
S C G θK RM z zK λˆl ∆λl ξl C
l
ξ λˆwst ∆λwst
T − − + + − + + + − − + + −
CP − − + − − − − + − − − + −
CPT + + + − + − − + + + − + +
Table 3. Transformation property of the parameters devoted to keep the definitive transformation
property of the parameters in table2
p/q pK/qK θψK0 θl+ λ λ
wst
ψK¯0
λl+ λ
l
ξ
T q/p qK/pK −θ¯ψK¯0 θl− (λ)−1 λ¯wstψK0 (λl−)−1 λlξ
CP q/p qK/pK θ¯ψK¯0 −θl− (λ)−1 λ¯wstψK0 (λl−)−1 (λlξ)−1
CPT p/q pK/qK −θψK0 −θl+ λ λwstψK¯0 λl+ (λlξ)−1
4 Time dependent asymmetry including the overall constants
In this section, we apply the event number asymmetry defined in eq.(2.7) to processes for
B-meson decays. One should be aware of that the asymmetry considered in this paper
includes the effect of different normalization for two rates; non-zero value of ∆NR defined
in eq.(2.8). As the BaBar asymmetry investigated in [4], we also assign f1, f2, f3, f4 with
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ψKL, l
−X, l+X,ψKS , respectively. We call this process as I. We also consider the other
three processes which can be obtained by interchanging l−X with l+X and ψKS with ψKL
in the process I. Therefore we identify the four processes as,
(I) (f1, f2, f3, f4) = (ψKL, l
−X, l+X,ψKS),
(II) (f1, f2, f3, f4) = (ψKS , l
−X, l+X,ψKL),
(III) (f1, f2, f3, f4) = (ψKL, l
+X, l−X,ψKS),
(IV) (f1, f2, f3, f4) = (ψKS , l
+X, l−X,ψKL). (4.1)
For all the processes which we consider, we can find ∆NR,∆σ, yΓt,∆C, Sˆ , Cˆ are small num-
bers compared with O(1). Expanding eq. (2.7) with respect to the small parameters, one
obtains the asymmetry at linear order approximation,
A ≃ RT + CT cos(xΓt) + ST sin(xΓt)
+BT sin
2(xΓt) +DT sin(xΓt) cos(xΓt) + ET (yΓt) sin(xΓt), (4.2)
where,
RT = −∆NR
2
+
∆σ
2
yΓt ≃ −∆NR
2
, (4.3)
CT =
∆C
2
, ST =
∆S
2
, (4.4)
BT = −∆S
4
Sˆ, DT = −∆S
4
Cˆ, (4.5)
ET = −∆S
4
σˆ. (4.6)
We ignore ∆σy in eqs. (4.3-4.6). σˆ and ∆S are O(1) parameters and σˆy gives rise to
small contribution. The model independent parametrization in eq. (4.2) without the last
term can be found in [6]. In each process, we compute the asymmetry and the coefficients
(RT , CT , ST , BT ,DT , ET ). We label suffix I ∼ IV on the quantities corresponding to each
process to distinguish them. Below and in table 4, we show the asymmetry and the coef-
ficients for the process I. For the other processes, we show them in tables 5-7. We first
investigate ∆NR in eq. (2.8) for the process I. With eq. (D.4), one obtains,
∆N IR = 2[−SzI +RM + λˆRwst −GλˆRl − C lξ − ξRl ]. (4.7)
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With eq. (4.7) and eqs. (D.5)-(D.9), one can also derive the coefficients in the asymmetry,
RIT = −
∆N IR
2
= SzI −RM − λˆRwst +GλˆRl + C lξ + ξRl , (4.8)
CIT =
∆CI
2
= C − SzI + θRK + S∆λIl = C ′ − 2ǫRK − SzI + θRK + S∆λIl , (4.9)
SIT =
∆SI
2
= −[S(1−GzR)−GθIK +GS∆λRl ], (4.10)
BIT = −
∆SI
4
SˆI ≃ S
2
SˆI
= S[G(zIK −∆λIwst)− zI + SRM + SλˆRwst − SC lξ − SξRl ], (4.11)
DIT = −
∆SI
4
CˆI ≃ S
2
CˆI = S[zRK −∆λRwst −GzR − SλˆIl ], (4.12)
EIT = −
∆SI
4
σˆI ≃ GS. (4.13)
Note that C ′ and ǫRK are phase convention independent parameters due to definition of C
′.
Therefore, we state that all of eqs. (4.8-4.13) are expressed as phase convention independent
parameters. In eq. (4.9), effect of indirect CP violation in K meson system explicitly
appears and gives rise to O(10−3) contribution to CIT . Assuming |q/p|−1, |A¯ψK¯0/AψK0 |−1,
|1 + θK | − 1 are small numbers, we can expand C ′ in eq.(3.30) as,
C ′ ≃ 2−
∣∣∣∣qp
∣∣∣∣−
∣∣∣∣∣A¯ψK¯0AψK0
∣∣∣∣∣− θRK ,
∣∣∣∣qp
∣∣∣∣ ≃ 1− 12Im
(
Γd12
Md12
)
(4.14)
A theoretical prediction for the imaginary part of Γd12/M
d
12 is calculated [8], and it shows
Im(Γd12/M
d
12) ∼ O(10−4). Direct CP violation in B0d → ψK0 is 1 − |A¯ψK¯0/AψK0 | ≃
O(10−3)[9]-[10]. Hence, ǫRK , |A¯ψK¯0/AψK0 | ∼ O(10−3) are dominant in CIT , if CPT vio-
lations and the wrong sign decay in B → lX in eq. (4.9) are also negligible.
If RT , CT , ST , BT and DT were genuine T-odd quantities, they would vanish in the
limit of T-symmetry. In other words, if there are non-vanishing contributions in the limit
of T-symmetry, RT , CT , ST , BT and DT are not T-odd quantities. From eqs.(4.8-4.13), we
find the T-even contributions. Some of them do not vanish in the limit of T-symmetry and
they include C lξ, λˆ
R
wstθ
R
K , etc. The others are quadratic with respect to T-odd quantities
and they vanish in the limit of T-symmetry. They include S∆λIl , S∆λ
R
wst, S
2λˆIl , etc.
Now we study condition that the asymmetry becomes a T-odd quantity. The following
equations are needed for T-even terms in each coefficient to vanish,
λˆRwst = 0, Gλˆ
R
l = 0, C
l
ξ = 0 → RIT : T− odd, (4.15)
θRK = 0, S∆λ
I
l = 0 → CIT : T− odd, (4.16)
GθIK = 0, GS∆λ
R
l = 0 → SIT : T− odd, (4.17)
SG∆λIwst = 0, S
2λˆRwst = 0, S
2C lξ = 0 → BIT : T− odd, (4.18)
S∆λRwst = 0, S
2λˆIl = 0 → DIT : T− odd. (4.19)
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When the real part and imaginary part of λ do not vanish, both G and S are non-zero and
the conditions that all the eqs. (4.15)-(4.19) are satisfied become,
θK = ∆λwst = ∆λl = λˆl = λˆ
R
wst = C
l
ξ = 0. (4.20)
The conditions except C lξ = 0 agree with ones obtained in [6]. The additional condition is
required since we take account of the overall constants in the asymmetry.
In the first column of table 4, we show how each coefficient of the asymmetry in eq.(4.2)
depends on T-odd combination of the parameters and in the other columns we show the
dependence on T-even combination of the parameters. As for T-even contribution, we
identify the sources of T-even contribution to the coefficients. In the second column, the
contribution of θK which is CP and CPT violation in right strangeness decays is shown.
In the third column, the contribution of C lξ which is CP and CPT violation in the right
sign semi-leptonic decays is shown. In the fourth and the fifth column, T-even contribution
from the wrong strangeness decays and the wrong sign semi-leptonic decays are shown,
respectively. In tables 5-7, we show the coefficients for the processes (II)-(IV). In
Table 4. The coefficients of the asymmetry for the process I with the final state (f1, f2, f3, f4) =
(ψKL, l
−X, l+X,ψKS) and the sources which give rise to the non-vanishing contribution to the
asymmetry. The sources of the first column corresponds to T-odd terms and the other correspond
to T-even terms.
T-odd terms θK 6= 0 C lξ 6= 0 AψK¯0 6= 0, A¯ψK0 6= 0 A¯l+ 6= 0, Al− 6= 0
RIT Sz
I −RM + ξRl 0 C lξ −λˆRwst GλˆRl
CIT C − SzI θRK 0 0 S∆λIl
SIT −S[1−GzR] GθIK 0 0 −GS∆λRl
BIT S[Gz
I
K − zI + SRM − SξRl ] 0 −S2C lξ S2λˆRwst − SG∆λIwst 0
DIT S[z
R
K −GzR] 0 0 −S∆λRwst −S2λˆIl
EIT GS 0 0 0 0
appendix E, we show a rule useful for deriving them.
Although the asymmetry in eq.(4.2) is not exactly T-asymmetry, the measurement
of the coefficients are useful for constraining S and G as well as various non-standard
interactions. Non-standard interactions include wrong sign decay and CPT violation. In
the following subsections, we show how one can determine S and G and also show how
one can constrain the various non-standard interactions. We first study the case without
any assumption and in later subsections, we investigate two physically interesting cases,
one corresponding to the case that CPT is a good symmetry and the other is the case
without wrong sign decays. Since there are relations among the coefficients for different
processes, we first identify the independent coefficients. From tables 4-7, one finds the
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Table 5. The coefficients of the asymmetry for the process II with the final state (f1, f2, f3, f4) =
(ψKS , l
−X, l+X,ψKL) and the sources which give rise to the non-vanishing contribution to the
asymmetry. The sources of the first column corresponds to T-odd terms and the other correspond
to T-even terms.
T-odd terms θK 6= 0 C lξ 6= 0 AψK¯0 6= 0, A¯ψK0 6= 0 A¯l+ 6= 0, Al− 6= 0
RIIT −SzI −RM + ξRl 0 C lξ λˆRwst −GλˆRl
CIIT C + Sz
I θRK 0 0 −S∆λIl
SIIT S[1 +Gz
R] −GθIK 0 0 −GS∆λRl
BIIT −S[GzIK − zI − SRM + SξRl ] 0 −S2C lξ −S2λˆRwst + SG∆λIwst 0
DIIT S[z
R
K −GzR] 0 0 −S∆λRwst −S2λˆIl
EIIT GS 0 0 0 0
Table 6. The coefficients of the asymmetry for the process III with the final states (f1, f2, f3, f4) =
(ψKL, l
+X, l−X,ψKS) and the sources which give rise to the non-vanishing contribution to the
asymmetry. The sources of the first column corresponds to T-odd terms and the other correspond
to T-even terms.
T-odd terms θK 6= 0 C lξ 6= 0 AψK¯0 6= 0, A¯ψK0 6= 0 A¯l+ 6= 0, Al− 6= 0
RIIIT Sz
I +RM − ξRl 0 −C lξ −λˆRwst GλˆRl
CIIIT −C − SzI −θRK 0 0 S∆λIl
SIIIT S[1 +Gz
R] −GθIK 0 0 −GS∆λRl
BIIIT S[Gz
I
K − zI − SRM + SξRl ] 0 S2C lξ S2λˆRwst − SG∆λIwst 0
DIIIT S[z
R
K −GzR] 0 0 −S∆λRwst −S2λˆIl
EIIIT −GS 0 0 0 0
following relations among the coefficients for the different processes.
RIVT = −RIT , RIIIT = −RIIT ,
CIIIT = −CIIT , CIVT = −CIT ,
SIIIT = S
II
T , S
IV
T = S
I
T ,
BIIIT = −BIIT , BIVT = −BIT ,
DIT = D
II
T = D
III
T = D
IV
T ,
EIT = E
II
T = −EIIIT = −EIVT .
They imply that there are ten independent coefficients. In table 8, we show how ten
independent combination of the coefficients can be written in terms of CPT even , CPT
odd, and wrong sign decay parameters. Since there are eighteen parameters, the number
of the independent coefficients is not enough to extract the parameters. However, one can
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Table 7. The coefficients of the asymmetry for the process IV with the final states (f1, f2, f3, f4) =
(ψKS , l
+X, l−X,ψKL) and the sources which give rise to the non-vanishing contribution to the
asymmetry. The sources of the first column corresponds to T-odd terms and the other correspond
to T-even terms.
T-odd terms θK 6= 0 C lξ 6= 0 AψK¯0 6= 0, A¯ψK0 6= 0 A¯l+ 6= 0, Al− 6= 0
RIVT −SzI +RM − ξRl 0 −C lξ λˆRwst −GλˆRl
CIVT −C + SzI −θRK 0 0 −S∆λIl
SIVT −S[1−GzR] GθIK 0 0 −GS∆λRl
BIVT S[−GzIK + zI − SRM + SξRl ] 0 S2C lξ −S2λˆRwst + SG∆λIwst 0
DIVT S[z
R
K −GzR] 0 0 −S∆λRwst −S2λˆIl
EIVT −GS 0 0 0 0
Table 8. Combinations of the independent coefficients in the asymmetry. The sources which
contribute to each combination are classified in three categories.
CPT even parameters CPT violating parameters wrong sign decays
RIT+R
II
T
2 −RM + ξRl +C lξ 0
RIT−RIIT
2 0 Sz
I −λˆRwst +GλˆRl
CI
T
+CII
T
2 C θ
R
K 0
CI
T
−CII
T
2 0 −SzI S∆λIl
SI
T
+SII
T
2 0 SGz
R −SG∆λRl
SIT−SIIT
2 −S GθIK 0
BIT+B
II
T
2 S
2(RM − ξRl ) −S2C lξ 0
BIT−BIIT
2 0 S(Gz
I
K − zI) S(SλˆRwst −G∆λIwst)
DIT 0 S(z
R
K −GzR) −S(∆λRwst + SλˆIl )
EIT GS 0 0
BIT+B
II
T
RI
T
+RII
T
−S2 0 0
still constrain the combination of the parameters. Below we investigate how to extract the
parameters for the three cases.
4.1 Extracting the parameters from the coefficients: General case
Let us first examine how one can determine the parameters from the measurements of the
coefficients shown in table 8. Hereafter, we discuss a method to determine the values for G
and S through observing ET . Since ET is multiplied by y in eq. (4.2), one cannot extract
the value of ET solely from the measurement of the asymmetry. Therefore, we need to
determine the value of y through the other experiment. y defined in eq. (2.2) is regarding
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to the width difference of B meson mass eigenstate, and a method to measure y cos β ≃ Gy is
suggested in refs. [11]-[12]. Combining the measurement of EIT y ≃ GSy, one can determine
S. Since S and G in their leading order satisfy S2 +G2 ≃ 1−O(C2), the measurement of
ET determines (±G,S) within the two-fold ambiguity. The ambiguity would be removed if
we assume that the standard model contribution is dominant for the width difference. (See
figure 1) As an alternative way to determine S, one can use the relation
BI
T
+BII
T
RI
T
+RII
T
= −S2,
-1.0 -0.5 0.5 1.0
G
-1.0
-0.5
0.5
1.0
S
Figure 1. Determination of G and S. Due to G2 + S2 ≃ 1, G and S are on the circle of unit
length. Once S is known, G is determined within two-fold ambiguity.
and determine |S|. The sign ambiguity for S can be removed because in the leading order
S is equal to
SIIT −SIT
2 . Excluding the case that the sub-leading contribution changes the sign
of the leading term, one can determine the sign for S through observing
SII
T
−SI
T
2 . Having
determined G and S, we consider constraining the other parameters.
We note that the following relation is satisfied,
RIT −RIIT
2
+
CIT − CIIT
2
= −λˆRwst +GλˆRl + S∆λIl . (4.21)
Since the right-hand side is independent of CPT violating parameters, non-vanishing con-
tribution implies the unambiguous evidence of the presence of the wrong sign decay. Fur-
thermore, since S is determined, one can write the CPT violating parameter θIK as,
θIK =
SI
T
−SII
T
2 + S
G
. (4.22)
If the right-hand side is non-zero, it implies CPT violation in the right strangeness decay.
However, the real part of θK cannot be singly extracted, since
θRK + C =
CIT + C
II
T
2
. (4.23)
One also notes the relation,
−RM + ξRl + C lξ =
RIT +R
II
T
2
. (4.24)
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If any one of the combinations,
RI
T
−RII
T
2 ,
CI
T
−CII
T
2 ,
SI
T
+SII
T
2 ,
BI
T
−BII
T
2 , and D
I
T is non-zero, it
implies CPT violation and/or wrong sign decay. However, if the cancellation between CPT
violation and wrong sign decay occurs, they can vanish.
4.2 Extracting the parameters from the coefficients: CPT conserving limit
Next we consider the case in the limit of CPT symmetry. In the limit of CPT symmetry, all
the contribution in the second column vanishes in table 8. Since all the wrong sign decay
parameters are CPT even, the third column of table 8 does not vanish. In the limit C, S
and RM − ξRl can be determined as,
C =
CIT + C
II
T
2
, (4.25)
S =
SIIT − SIT
2
, (4.26)
RM − ξRl = −
RIT +R
II
T
2
. (4.27)
Moreover T-odd wrong sign semi-leptonic decay ∆λl can be determine as,
∆λIl =
CIT − CIIT
2S
, (4.28)
∆λRl = −
SIT + S
II
T
2GS
. (4.29)
For the other five wrong sign decay parameters λˆRwst, λˆ
R,I
l ∆λ
R,I
wst, one obtains the following
three constraints.
RIT −RIIT
2
= −λˆRwst +GλˆRl , (4.30)
BIT −BIIT
2
= S(SλˆRwst −G∆λIwst), (4.31)
DIT = −S(∆λRwst + SλˆIl ). (4.32)
4.3 Extracting the parameters from the coefficients: Case without wrong sign
decay
Lastly, we consider the case without wrong sign decays. The relations in eqs. (4.22-4.24)
are satisfied in this case. The right-hand side of eq. (4.21) vanishes. In addition to these,
CP and CPT violation of the mixing parameters in B meson system is determined by
zI =
RIT −RIIT
2S
, zR =
SIT + S
II
T
2GS
. (4.33)
CP and CPT violation in the neutral K meson system is also determined as,
zIK =
DIT +
SIT+S
II
T
2
S
, zRK =
BIT −BIIT − (CIT − CIIT )
2SG
. (4.34)
The five parameters C lξ, θ
R
K , C,RM and ξ
R
l satisfy the two constraints eqs. (4.23-4.24).
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5 Conditions for authentic time reversed process
In section 4, we showed the expression of the asymmetry that describes event number
difference of figure 2 and figure 3. However, rather than figure 3, figure 4 is an authentic
time reversed process of figure 2, since the two processes of figure 2 and figure 4 are related
with flipping time direction. In discussion given in refs.[1]-[3], one substituted figure 3 for
figure 4 because signal sides of figure 2 and figure 3 are deemed to be a time reversed process
to each other. Since figure 3 is not an authentic time reversed process, the asymmetry is
slightly deviated from T-odd.
In this section, we clarify why T-even parts are included in the coefficients eqs.(4.8-
4.12), although it is naively thought to be a T-odd quantity.
One can show that, when the following conditions are simultaneously satisfied, figure 3
plays the role as a time reversed process of figure 2 and the coefficients eqs.(4.8-4.12) become
T-odd.
1. Equivalence conditions of B meson states.
2. ∆N eR = 0.
where we denote ∆NR = ∆N
o
R +∆N
e
R and ∆N
e
R (∆N
o
R) is the T-even (odd) part.
The equivalence conditions indicate that the initial (final) B meson states of signal side
in figures.3-4 are the same as each other. The equivalence conditions are described as,{
|B(→l+X)⊥〉 ∝ |Bl−X→〉
|B→ψKS〉 ∝ |B(ψKL→)⊥〉
. (5.1)
Eq. (5.1) shows that B meson states in figures 3-4 are equivalent. Similarly, figure 5 is the
authentic time reversed process of figure 3. When we apply the same condition to B meson
states in figures 2-5, one obtains,{
|B(→l−X)⊥〉 ∝ |B(l+X→)〉
|B(→ψKL)〉 ∝ |B(ψKS→)⊥〉
. (5.2)
Violation of the conditions (5.1-5.2) is originally calculated in ref. [6]. Including overall
factors and using our notation, we show the violation of the conditions(5.1-5.2) as follows,

〈B(ψKL→)⊥|B(→ψKS)⊥〉 = N(→ψKS)⊥N(ψKL→)⊥(AψK0AIDψK0 + A¯ψK¯0A¯IDψK¯0)
θK +∆λwst
2
〈B(l−X→)⊥|B(→l+X)⊥〉 = 2N(l−→)⊥N(→l+)⊥Al+A¯IDl−
p
q
λl+ ,
(5.3)


〈B(ψKS→)⊥|B(→ψKL)⊥〉 = N(→ψKL)⊥N(ψKS→)⊥(AψK0AIDψK0 + A¯ψK¯0A¯IDψK¯0)
θK −∆λwst
2
〈B(l+X→)⊥|B(→l−X)⊥〉 = 2N(l+→)⊥N(→l−)⊥A¯l−AIDl+
q
p
λ−1
l−
,
(5.4)
where we used the expression for states defined in eqs. (F.1-F.4, F.6-F.9). In eqs. (5.3-5.4),
effect of mixing-induced CP violation in K meson system is included in terms of our nota-
tion ∆λwst ≃ pK
qK
AψK¯0
AψK0
− qK
pK
A¯ψK0
A¯ψK¯0
in comparison with ref. [6].
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〈B(l−X→)⊥|B(→l+X)⊥〉 6= 0 and 〈B(l+X→)⊥|B(→l−X)⊥〉 6= 0 indicate that one cannot exactly
conduct the flavor tagging in the presence of wrong sign semi-leptonic decays. Similarly,
〈B(→ψKS)⊥|B(ψKL→)⊥〉 6= 0 and 〈B(ψKS→)⊥|B(→ψKL)⊥〉 6= 0 imply that one cannot ex-
actly carry out the CP tagging in the presence of CPT violation in decays and wrong
sign strangeness decays. Therefore, eqs. (5.3-5.4) describe that semi-leptonic decays and
strangeness changing decays yield tagging ambiguities, and that are expressed in terms of
state non-orthogonality.
Then, we turn to explanation of the second condition, ∆N eR = 0. We define the
following quantities for the expedient sake.
Xo =
X(ψKL)⊥,l+X
κ(ψKL)⊥,l+X
− X(l−X)⊥,ψKS
κ(l−X)⊥,ψKS
, Xe =
X(ψKL)⊥,l+X
κ(ψKL)⊥,l+X
+
X(l−X)⊥,ψKS
κ(l−X)⊥,ψKS
, (5.5)
where X = σ, C and S are given in eqs. (A.3-A.5). Consider the case that the equivalence
conditions are satisfied to demonstrate that violation of ∆N eR = 0 gives rise to T-even
contribution to the asymmetry. For that case, we can find that Xo(Xe) defined in eq. (5.5)
is T-odd (even) due to expressions given as follows,
So = −2S(1−GzR), Co = 2[C − SzI ], (σo)l = 0, (5.6)
Se = 2[GzIK + (S
2 − 1)zI ], Ce = 2[zRK −GzR], (σe)l = 2G, (5.7)
where for ∆σ and σˆ, we write down only the leading part since small parts of ∆σ and σˆ
are neglected when multiplied by y in the asymmetry (2.7). For the process (I), ∆X and
Xˆ defined in eqs. (2.5-2.6) are written as,
∆X ≃ Xo − ∆NR
2
Xe =
(
Xo − ∆N
o
R
2
Xe
)
− ∆N
e
R
2
Xe, (5.8)
Xˆ ≃ Xe − ∆NR
2
Xo =
(
Xe − ∆N
o
R
2
Xo
)
− ∆N
e
R
2
Xo. (5.9)
One finds that the T-even part of ∆NR leads T-even contribution to ∆X in eq. (5.8).
The same applies to Xˆ, and it is shown that ∆X (Xˆ) deviates from T-odd (even) when
∆N eR has non-zero value. Therefore, we can demonstrate that ∆N
e
R gives rise to T-even
contribution to the asymmetry given in eqs. (4.3-4.6).
6 Conclusion
In this paper, the precise meaning of the time reversal-like asymmetry is investigated, based
on the most general time dependence of the asymmetry in eq.(4.2). In analysis of BaBar
[4] and [6], the difference of the overall constants for the rates is eliminated. The ratio
of the overall constants for the two decay rates is deviated from unity, and the deviation
∆NR = NR − 1 is taken into account in our analysis. If one takes the limits ∆NR = 0
and y = 0 in our analysis, the asymmetry of BaBar collaboration [4] is obtained. In our
analysis, since the final states ψKS,L are not the exact CP eigenstates, one can find the
effect of mixing-induced CP violation in K meson system. The effect of ǫK is extracted
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and it gives rise to O(10−3) contribution to CT , the coefficient of cos(xΓt). ǫRK and direct
CP violation |A¯ψK¯0/AψK0 | are dominant in CT , if the wrong sign semi-leptonic decay and
CPT violations are negligible. As well as ǫK , the contribution from CPT violation in Kaon
system zK is estimated.
We introduced the parameters which have the specific property under CP, T and CPT
transformations, including the effect of indirect CP violation in K meson system. Taking
account of the difference for overall constants, the coefficients of each time-dependent func-
tion are written in terms of such parameters, and one can find that the asymmetry consists
of not only T-odd terms, but also T-even terms in the most general time dependent function
for the asymmetry. Furthermore, the introduced parameters are invariant under rephasing
of quarks. We also found that the asymmetry is expressed as phase convention independent
quantities.
We obtained the coefficients of the asymmetry for the processes (I-IV) and studied how
to extract the parameters. Assuming that the value of y, i.e., the width difference of Bd
meson mass eigenstates is known, the three cases to constrain the parameters are discussed.
For the most general case, combining the coefficients for different processes enables one to
determine the parameters, S and G. We also find that non-zero value of some combination
of the coefficient signals either CPT violation or the presence of the wrong sign decays.
The other two cases correspond to CPT-conserving limit and the absence of wrong sign
decays. In the CPT-conserving case, the coefficients constrain the parameters for wrong
sign decays. In the absence of wrong sign decays, indirect CPT violation for B meson and
K meson is constrained.
Moreover, we discussed T-even parts in the asymmetry. We found that T-even terms
in the asymmetry vanish when several conditions are satisfied. These derived conditions
are categorized as two parts. The first one is referred as equivalence conditions, regarding
to B meson states for a time reversal-like process and an authentic time reversed process.
As suggested in [6], B mesons for the two processes are not equivalent to each other, and we
also showed the violation of the equivalence conditions, including the effects of mixing in
K meson system. Since non-zero ∆NR is taken into account in our study, ∆NR can be the
origin of T-even contribution to the asymmetry. We investigated that the second condition,
which requires that T-even parts of ∆NR are zero, is needed for the asymmetry to become
a T-odd quantity.
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A Coefficients of master formula
We record coefficients of the master formula for the time-dependent decay rate of ref. [6].
N(i)⊥,j =
1
4
NiNj{1 + (Ci + Cj)(RM − zR)}, Ni = |Ai|2 + |A¯i|2, (A.1)
κ(i)⊥,j = (1−GiGj)
+[(Ci + Cj)(1−GiGj) + CjGi +CiGj ]zR − (Si + Sj)zI
+GiGj(Ciθ
R
i + Cjθ
R
j )−GiSjθIj −GjSiθIi , (A.2)
σ(i)⊥,j = Gj −Gi
+[Ci(1 +Gj −Gi)− Cj(1−Gj +Gi)]zR + (GiSj −GjSi)zI
−CjGjθRj + SjθIj + CiGiθRi − SiθIi , (A.3)
C(i)⊥,j = −CiCj − SiSj
−[(Ci + Cj)(CiCj + SiSj) + CiGj + CjGi]zR + (Si + Sj)zI
+GjSiθ
I
j − [Ci(1− C2j )− CjSiSj]θRj
+GiSjθ
I
i − [Cj(1− C2i )− CiSiSj]θRi , (A.4)
S(i)⊥,j = CiSj − CjSi
+[CiCj(Sj − Si)− (C2j +Gj)Si + (C2i +Gi)Sj ]zR + (Cj − Ci)zI
−CiGjθIj + [(C2j − 1)Si − CiCjSj]θRj
+CjGiθ
I
i − [(C2i − 1)Sj − CiCjSi]θRi , (A.5)
where Ai and A¯i in eq.(A.1) are defined in eq.(3.1). i and j represent the final state of
tagging side (fi) and signal side(fj) for a pair of B meson decaying respectively.
B Incoming mass eigenstates and outgoing mass eigenstates in B meson
and K meson system
Throughout this paper, the time reversal process of B meson decay often appears. To
describe the inverse decay amplitudes, as out-states of B mesons, the reciprocal base must
be used for Non-Hermitian Hamiltonian system. This is formulated in several literatures,
refs. [13]-[17]. In this appendix, we show the definition of incoming states and outgoing
states which are used in this paper.
The incoming mass eigenstates of effective Hamiltonian in B meson system are
|BinH 〉 = p
√
1 + z |B0〉 − q√1− z |B¯0〉 , (B.1)
|BinL 〉 = p
√
1− z |B0〉+ q√1 + z |B¯0〉 , (B.2)
where p, q are mixing parameters in indirect CP violation and z is a mixing parameter in
indirect CP, CPT violation. In terms of matrix elements of effective Hamiltonian, these
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parameters are written as
p
q
=
√
M12 − i2Γ12
M∗12 − i2Γ∗12
, (B.3)
z =
M11 −M22 − i2(Γ11 − Γ22)
mL −mH − i2(ΓL − ΓH)
. (B.4)
These expressions help us understand the transformation property of λ, S, G, C, etc. Then,
outgoing mass states are determined to fulfill the following conditions,
〈BoutH |BinH 〉 = 1, 〈BoutH |BinL 〉 = 0, 〈BoutL |BinL 〉 = 1, 〈BoutL |BinH 〉 = 0. (B.5)
Thus, outgoing mass eigenstates are
〈BoutH | =
1
2pq
(q
√
1 + z 〈B0| − p√1− z 〈B¯0|), (B.6)
〈BoutL | =
1
2pq
(q
√
1− z 〈B0|+ p√1 + z 〈B¯0|). (B.7)
For K meson system, similarly,
|KinL 〉 = pK
√
1 + zK |K0〉 − qK
√
1− zK |K¯0〉 , (B.8)
|KinS 〉 = pK
√
1− zK |K0〉+ qK
√
1 + zK |K¯0〉 , (B.9)
〈KoutL | =
1
2pKqK
(qK
√
1 + zK 〈K0| − pK
√
1− zK 〈K¯0|), (B.10)
〈KoutS | =
1
2pKqK
(qK
√
1− zK 〈K0|+ pK
√
1 + zK 〈K¯0|). (B.11)
Since these mass eigenstates in K meson system are shown in flavor states, we specifically
can calculate the amplitudes of transition from incoming states B meson to outgoing states
ψKL,S
AψKS = 〈ψKoutS |Bin0 〉 =
1
2pKqK
(qK
√
1− zKAψK0 + pK
√
1 + zKAψK¯0), (B.12)
AψKL = 〈ψKoutL |Bin0 〉 =
1
2pKqK
(qK
√
1 + zKAψK0 − pK
√
1− zKAψK¯0), (B.13)
A¯ψKS = 〈ψKoutS |B¯in0 〉 =
1
2pKqK
(qK
√
1− zKA¯ψK0 + pK
√
1 + zKA¯ψK¯0), (B.14)
A¯ψKL = 〈ψKoutL |B¯in0 〉 =
1
2pKqK
(qK
√
1 + zKA¯ψK0 − pK
√
1− zKA¯ψK¯0). (B.15)
Hence, we can obtain eqs. (3.11), (3.22), (3.23) and (3.24). We also can write down inverse
decay amplitudes of eqs. (B.12-B.15)
AIDψKS = 〈Bout0 |ψKinS 〉 = (pK
√
1− zKAIDψK0 + qK
√
1 + zKA
ID
ψK¯0
), (B.16)
AIDψKL = 〈Bout0 |ψKinL 〉 = (pK
√
1 + zKA
ID
ψK0 − qK
√
1− zKAIDψK¯0), (B.17)
A¯IDψKS = 〈B¯out0 |ψKinS 〉 = (pK
√
1− zKA¯IDψK0 + qK
√
1 + zKA¯
ID
ψK¯0
), (B.18)
A¯IDψKL = 〈B¯out0 |ψKinL 〉 = (pK
√
1 + zKA¯
ID
ψK0 − qK
√
1− zKA¯IDψK¯0). (B.19)
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C List of coefficients of time dependent decay rates for process (I)
In this appendix, we show the coefficients of the time dependent decay rates in eq. (2.1)
which are needed for calculation of the asymmetry of process (I).
S(ψKL)⊥,l−X = SψKL − SψKLzR − zI −GψKLθIψKL , (C.1)
S(l+X)⊥,ψKS = SψKS + SψKSz
R − zI −GψKSθIψKS , (C.2)
C(ψKL)⊥,l−X = CψKL − SψKLSl− +GψKLzR + SψKLzI + θRψKL , (C.3)
C(l+X)⊥,ψKS = −CψKS − SψKSSl+ −GψKSzR + SψKSzI − θRψKS , (C.4)
κ(ψKL)⊥,l−X = 1−GψKLGl− − (GψKL + 1)zR − SψKLzI , (C.5)
κ(l+X)⊥,ψKS = 1−GψKSGl+ + (GψKS + 1)zR − SψKSzI , (C.6)
σ(ψKL)⊥,l−X = Gl− −GψKL + (1 +GψKL)zR − SψKLθIψKL , (C.7)
σ(l+X)⊥ψKS = GψKS −Gl+ + (1 +GψKS )zR + SψKSθIψKS , (C.8)
S(ψKL)⊥,l−X
κ(ψKL)⊥,l−X
= SψKL + SψKLGψKLGl− + SψKLGψKLz
R + (S2ψKL − 1)zI −GψKLθIψKL ,
(C.9)
S(l+X)⊥,ψKS
κ(l+X)⊥,ψKS
= SψKS + SψKSGψKSGl+ − SψKSGψKSzR + (S2ψKS − 1)zI −GψKSθIψKS ,
(C.10)
C(ψKL)⊥,l−X
κ(ψKL)⊥,l−X
≃ C(ψKL)⊥,l−X , (C.11)
C(l+X)⊥,ψKS
κ(l+X)⊥,ψKS
≃ C(l+X)⊥,ψKS , (C.12)
σ(ψKL)⊥,l−X
κ(ψKL)⊥,l−X
≃ −GψKL , (C.13)
σ(l+X)⊥,ψKS
κ(l+X)⊥,ψKS
≃ GψKS , (C.14)
where we keep only the leading term for σ
κ
, since it will be multiplied by a small number y
in the formulae of the decay rate eq. (2.1).
D Expressions for NR,∆S,∆C,∆σ, σˆ, Sˆ and Cˆ
The quantity NR, defined in eq.(2.4), denotes the ratio of a normalization for rates. Since
we compute the asymmetry including the effect of NR, its expression should be clarified.
In this appendix section, we calculate NR, and obtain the expressions of parameters as
∆S,∆C,∆σ, σˆ, Sˆ and Cˆ for the process (I). In deriving formulae, we use eqs. (C.1)-(C.14).
Expanding NR with respect to small parameters, we obtain the general structure of NR at
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first order approximation.
NR =
N(3)⊥,4
N(1)⊥,2
κ(3)⊥,4
κ(1)⊥,2
=
N3N4[1 + (C3 + C4)(RM − zR)]
N1N2[1 + (C1 + C2)(RM − zR)]
κl(3)⊥,4
(
1 +
∆κ(3)⊥,4
κl(3)⊥,4
)
κl(1)⊥,2
(
1 +
∆κ(1)⊥,2
κl(1)⊥,2
)
≃ N3N4N1N2
κl(3)⊥,4
κl(1)⊥,2
[
1 + (C3 + C4 − C1 −C2)(RM − zR) +
∆κ(3)⊥,4
κl(3)⊥,4
− ∆κ(1)⊥,2
κl(1)⊥,2
]
,
(D.1)
where superscript l expresses the leading part and ∆ expresses the small part such as,
κ(1)⊥,2 = κl(1)⊥,2 + ∆κ(1)⊥,2 and κ(3)⊥,4 = κ
l
(3)⊥,4 + ∆κ(3)⊥,4. For the processes given in
eq.(4.1), κl(1)⊥,2 = κ
l
(3)⊥,4 = 1 (f1 = ψKL, f2 = l
−X, f3 = l+X, f4 = ψKS for process (I))
is satisfied and N IR is written as,
N IR =
Nl+XNψKS
NψKLNl−X
[
1 + (CψKS − CψKL + Cl+ − Cl−)(RM − zR)
+ ∆κ(l+X)⊥,ψKS −∆κ(ψKL)⊥,l−X
]
≃ NψKSNl+XNψKLNl−X
[1 + 2(RM − zR) + 2(zR − SzI −GλˆRl )]
=
NψKSNl+X
NψKLNl−X
[1 + 2(−SzI +RM −GλˆRl )]. (D.2)
Deviation of Nl+X/Nl−X and NψKS/NψKL from 1 is written in terms of small parameters
as,
Nl+X
Nl−X
= 1− 2(C lξ + ξRl ),
NψKS
NψKL
= 1 + 2λˆRwst. (D.3)
N IR = 1 +∆N
I
R = 1 + 2[−SzI +RM + λˆRwst −GλˆRl − C lξ − ξRl ]. (D.4)
Note that ∆N IR is a small number.
We can also write down the expressions of ∆SI and ∆CI .
∆SI =
(
S(ψKL)⊥,l−X
κ(ψKL)⊥,l−X
− S(l+X)⊥,ψKS
κ(l+X)⊥,ψKS
)
− ∆N
I
R
2
(
S(ψKL)⊥,l−X
κ(ψKL)⊥,l−X
+
S(l+X)⊥,ψKS
κ(l+X)⊥,ψKS
)
≃ S(ψKL)⊥,l−X
κ(ψKL)⊥,l−X
− S(l+X)⊥,ψKS
κ(l+X)⊥,ψKS
= −2[S(1−GzR)−GθIK +GS∆λRl ], (D.5)
∆CI ≃ C(ψKL)⊥,l−X
κ(ψKL)⊥,l−X
− C(l+X)⊥,ψKS
κ(l+X)⊥,ψKS
= 2[C − SzI + θRK + S∆λIl ]. (D.6)
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We calculate only the leading part of ∆σI and σˆI , since the sub-leading part of ∆σI and
σˆI is suppressed when multiplied with yΓt.
∆σIl = 0, σˆIl = 2G. (D.7)
We write down the expressions for SˆI and CˆI as follows,
SˆI =
(
S(ψKL)⊥,l−X
κ(ψKL)⊥,l−X
+
S(l+X)⊥,ψKS
κ(l+X)⊥,ψKS
)
− ∆N
I
R
2
(
S(ψKL)⊥,l−X
κ(ψKL)⊥,l−X
− S(l+X)⊥,ψKS
κ(l+X)⊥,ψKS
)
≃ 2G(zIK −∆λIwst) + 2(S2 − 1)zI + 2GSλˆRl + S∆N IR
= 2[G(zIK −∆λIwst)− zI + SRM + SλˆRwst − SC lξ − SξRl ], (D.8)
CˆI ≃ C(ψKL)⊥,l−X
κ(ψKL)⊥,l−X
+
C(l+X)⊥,ψKS
κ(l+X)⊥,ψKS
= 2[zRK −∆λRwst −GzR − SλˆIl ]. (D.9)
E The relation among coefficients of the asymmetries for processes (I)-
(IV).
In this appendix, we show the relation among the coefficients for different processes (I-IV).
First, we note the coefficients of the process II(IV) are obtained by changing the sign of the
mixing parameter qK and zK of I(III). The change of the sign of qK leads to the change of
the sign for S,G and λwst. Next, we show a simple rule which enables one to obtain the
coefficients for table 5, with the coefficients of table 7. For this purpose we do not substitute
±1 for Cl± respectively and write the coefficients of asymmetry for process IV,
RIVT = −SzI +
1
2
(Cl+ − Cl−)RM − ξRl − C lξ + λˆRwst −GλˆRl , (E.1)
CIVT =
1
2
(Cl− − Cl+)C + SzI +
1
2
(Cl−θ
R
KL
− Cl+θRKS)− S∆λIl , (E.2)
SIVT =
1
2
(Cl− − Cl+)S + SGzR +
G
2
(Cl+θ
I
KS
− Cl−θIKL) (E.3)
−GS(Cl+Re[λl+ ] + Cl−Re[λ−1l− ]), (E.4)
BIVT = S[−GzIK + zI +
Cl− − Cl+
2
SRM + Sξ
R
l ] + S
2C lξ − S2λˆRwst + SG∆λIwst, (E.5)
DIVT = S[z
R
K −GzR]− S∆λRwst +
Cl− − Cl+
2
S2λˆIl , (E.6)
EIVT =
Cl− −Cl+
2
GS. (E.7)
When l+ and l− in eq. (D.3) are exchanged, the sign of C lξ and ξ
R
l is reversed. According
to eqs. (3.40-3.41), the sign of λˆIl and ∆λ
R
l also changes. Additionally, one needs to
interchange Cl+ and Cl− in eqs. (E.1-E.7) and one can obtain the coefficients of asymmetry
for process II.
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F Calculation of equivalence conditions
In this appendix, we give the derivation of eqs. (5.3-5.4). The expression of the final state
of signal side in figure (2) is,
|B(→ψKS)⊥〉 = N(→ψKS)⊥(A¯ψKS |B0〉 −AψKS |B¯0〉), (F.1)
since the state is orthogonal to 〈ψKS |. The state orthogonal to |ψKL〉 is
〈B(ψKL→)⊥| = N(ψKL→)⊥(A¯IDψKL 〈B0| −AIDψKL 〈B¯0|). (F.2)
Similarly, one can write down,
〈B(ψKS→)⊥| = N(ψKS→)⊥(A¯IDψKS 〈B0| −AIDψKS 〈B¯0|), (F.3)
|B(→ψKL)⊥〉 = N(→ψKL)⊥(A¯ψKL |B0〉 −AψKL |B¯0〉). (F.4)
Calculating the inner product of eqs. (F.1) and (F.2), we obtain
〈B(ψKL→)⊥|B(→ψKS)⊥〉 = N(→ψKS)⊥N(ψKL→)⊥(A¯ψKS A¯IDψKL +AψKSAIDψKL)
=
1
2
N(→ψKS)⊥N(ψKL→)⊥[AψK0A
ID
ψK0 − A¯ψK¯0A¯IDψK¯0
− qK
pK
(AψK0A
ID
ψK¯0
+ A¯ID
ψK¯0
A¯ψK0) +
pK
qK
(AψK¯0A
ID
ψK0 + A¯ψK¯0A¯
ID
ψK0)]
=
N(→ψKS)⊥N(ψKL→)⊥
2
(AψK0A
ID
ψK0 + A¯ψK¯0A¯
ID
ψK¯0
)[θK +∆λwst],
(F.5)
where we used eqs. (B.12-B.19). The inner product in eq.(F.5) was previously obtained in
[6]. In eq.(F.5), we compute it with our notation including the normalization constant and
have ignored the second order of small parameters
zK , θψK0 , θ¯ψK¯0 , λˆwst and ∆λwst.
Next, we show the derivation of the first line of eq. (5.3) and the second line of eq. (5.4).
The states are given as,
〈B(l−X→)⊥| = N(l−→)⊥(A¯IDl− 〈B0| −AIDl− 〈B¯0|), (F.6)
|B(→l+X)⊥〉 = N(→l+)⊥(A¯l+ |B0〉 −Al+ |B¯0〉), (F.7)
〈B(l+X→)⊥| = N(l+→)⊥(A¯IDl+ 〈B0| −AIDl+ 〈B¯0|), (F.8)
|B(→l−X)⊥〉 = N(→l−)⊥(A¯l− |B0〉 −Al− |B¯0〉). (F.9)
Their inner product is,
〈B(l−X→)⊥|B(→l+X)⊥〉 = N(l−→)⊥N(→l+)⊥(A¯IDl− A¯l+ +AIDl−Al+)
= 2N(l−→)⊥N(→l+)⊥Al+A¯
ID
l−
p
q
λl+ . (F.10)
The proportionality to the wrong sign decay amplitude λl+ is derived in [6].
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Figure 2. A process with (f1, f2) = (ψKL, l
−X)
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Figure 3. A process with (f3, f4) = (l
+X,ψKS). figure 2 and figure 3 are referred as (I) in eq.
(4.1). Event number asymmetry of figure 2 and figure 3. is calculated as eqs. (4.8)-(4.13)
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Figure 4. A process with inverse decays of B meson. figure 2 and figure 4 are related with flipping
time direction.
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Figure 5. A process with inverse decays of B meson. figure 3 and figure 5 are related with flipping
time direction.
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